
When Dave learned that his best canine friend Hannah had cancer he began to journal his feelings and 

wrote that preparing for death is preparing for life. Explain why you agree or disagree with that 

statement. 

Dave learned lessons of faith from his dog. What are some unusual or creative ways that God has taught 

you about life and about faith?  

When have you lost something or someone in your life and God has replaced that void with 

something/someone else? 

Hannah knew just what to do to comfort Joni and Dave in their cancer crisis. Describe how a friend has 

known just how to comfort you during a trial. 

Dave reveals that one of the most profound lessons he learned from Hannah was the value of caring 

presence in a difficult season. Why do you think that is so important? 

The comment from a veterinarian about Hannah not fearing death and living in the moment was a game 

changer for Dave. How could that change how you live your life? 

What changes in your walk with the Lord when you live out of gratitude for no condemnation instead of 

performance to gain acceptance? 

Dave notes that real friends are a treasure that we too often push down our priority list. What are some 

ways you can be more intentional to cultivate and grow real friends? 

What storms have you endured and how have they changed you? 

Hannah’s self-image is not damaged when Dave cannot play or respond to her attempt to nuzzle. She 

does not hear condemning voices from her past like Dave outlines on page 71. Name some of the voices 

you hear when you face failure or rejection. 

Hannah followed Dave with complete trust even when the routine was new and unusual. What causes 

you to hesitate when you know you should trust God in a new or unusual place? 

Hannah showed gratitude for the same thing every day. Why do we struggle with feeling gratitude for 

the everyday mercies of life? 


